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September 3, 2009    SRNS-J6000-2009-00044

CHANGE CONTROL BOARD (CCB) MEETING MINUTES - 9/3/09

The Site ALARA Committee Change Control Board met on September 3, in 730-1B
rm.202A, 2:30 - 3:00 p.m.

Attendees:

Donald Bickley Christine Hadden Jim Stafford
  Cork Blackshire Kela Johnson Jim Wilson
Henry Bolen Ruby Parks
Roger Eshelman Ellen Parrish

      
The Quorum was met.

1) Introduction: Jim Stafford

Jim Stafford began the meeting by welcoming the attendees. Each member then introduced 
themselves.  The Chair and sufficient voting members were in attendance for a Quorum.

2) Change Control Requests Presented:  Facility Representatives

WSI requested to return .5 rem of exposure.  Their cumulative dose had been reduced because 
some of the manned posts in K-Area had been changed to response posts to minimize time in 
the radiological area.  Response is now limited to the door to the radiological area instead of 
within the radiological area. The cumulative dose was reduced from 2.0 rem to 1.5 rem.  The 
CCB approved the request.

HBL requested to return 1.0 rem of exposure.  The DE 3013 campaign is ahead of schedule and 
under the estimated dose.  The Np flushes in Phase II and the U233 Skull Oxide were completed 
below estimate and the Chloride Wash has been removed from this year’s schedule.  The 
cumulative dose was reduced from 4.85 rem to 3.85 rem.  The CCB approved the request.

K-Area requested an increase of 12.4 rem of exposure.  Additional scope within the IAEA 
Surveillance Program will increase the dose to the workers.  A Cross Functional Team was 
formed to identify additional ALARA controls that could be employed to reduce dose to the 
worker.  The cumulative dose was increased from 17.2 rem to 29.6 rem.  The CCB approved the 
request.

3) Summary

All requests were approved by the committee.  The Site 2009 Radiation Exposure Goal will be 
revised to reflect the changes.  The site goal will increase from 126 rem to 137 rem.                                


